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So finally you have made the decision to tie a knot with your beloved, to turn your relationship into a descent matrimonial
fixture. But to caution you, there are many other important things and decisions still remaining. So gear up and start
planning for your big day. 
These days, weddings have in a large way become an exorbitant affair, opulent in every way. So planning and budgeting
becomes a prerequisite. So final decision of how your wedding should be planned, the moolah factor has to say it all. 

To plan your wedding properly, with equal weight being given to all the sections of your marriage, it is important for you to
prepare a comprehensive checklist. If you want a smooth running of all your wedding processes, planning a wedding
checklist is an essential task. Once you sit down to writing, you will realize that there are loads of stuff to care about,
which you might have forgotten in the excitement of your wedding. 

To start with the wedding planning checklist, first plan the date of your wedding. This the most important thing to
consider. Select a date and a day that is the most suitable to almost everybody. After this, the next important thing that
should come in your checklist is the location and then the time of that special day. Remember to discuss all these things
with your partner so that it remains the choice of both of you. 

By following a step by step planning format, you can make the things easier. This also makes easier for you to take care
of the food and the lodging factors in one go. Because, with weddings it is always advisable to plan everything in
advance. You should never keep things for the last day. For having a wonderful wedding experience, there is only one
mantra. And that talks of careful and advance planning. 

The various other things that you need to write on your wedding planning checklist are the name of your partner, the
location where you intend to hold your ceremony, a wedding cake, marriage license, a bouquet and last but not the least
a ring. All these are the important and vital elements for a memorable wedding ceremony. 

So, a wedding planning checklist should have all the wedding essentials. Any overlooked crucial thing, can ruin the
whole atmosphere of your wedding. Making a checklist provides you with a comfortable and an efficient way to plan your
wedding, thus making your ceremony a memorable lifetime experience. 

About the Author: The author writes about a number of different topics. For more information on wedding visit
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